a slow bug creature Slava how are you

doing Anton is trying to open the hatch

at the moment trying oh yes we can hear

it now wonderful he has opened the hatch

already and the hatch open on the side

of choice you can continue before him in

your steps copy Slava we are opening

target n now then we open the covered

air valve and equalize the pressure

alright so we do have a handle here I

think we can open it we are ready to

ingress this station Slava can you hear

us

yes I can hear you loud and clear we
deactivate all come assets for the are

ODF copy away from Anton the hatch open

away from teri 10:33 p.m. Central Time

the hatches open between the Saudis and

the station crew in the one-year

expedition about to move on board

exactly right Anton stand by one because

have you deactivated everything stand by

one just switch it off our tears

da-da-da-da-dah exactly

there should be seen Soyuz commander

padalka and his crewmates acaba

Kornienko and scott kelly any moment now

terry virts and anton shkaplerov inside
a voice waiting for them

we are you can see first one through

soyuz commander gennady padalka his

fourth flight now to the international

space station fifth space flight padalka

set to become the first four-time

commander and the all-time record holder

one-year crew member scott kelly mikhail

crewmates and hello to their home for

the next 12 months in space all crew

members and now aboard the International

Space Station
so once they're done greeting each other

00:03:59,250 --> 00:04:03,419
they'll be able to set up and hopefully

00:04:01,019 --> 00:04:15,300
talk with their friends and family very

00:04:03,419 --> 00:04:16,949
shortly standing by and Baikonur station

00:04:15,300 --> 00:04:24,030
this is Houston are you ready for the

00:04:16,949 --> 00:04:27,029
event we're ready

00:04:24,029 --> 00:04:29,099
I can aura this is Mission Control

00:04:27,029 --> 00:04:50,609
Houston please call station for a voice

00:04:29,100 --> 00:04:55,189
check station we have you loud and clear

00:04:50,610 --> 00:04:55,189
off a little bit of an echo but but okay

00:05:06,259 --> 00:05:15,719
yeah you're barely readable now Aloha

00:05:12,449 --> 00:05:18,079
hello yesterday which one can you hear

00:05:15,720 --> 00:05:18,080
me up there

00:05:20,389 --> 00:05:30,090
who is that yes I can hear someone daddy

00:05:24,360 --> 00:05:35,879
hello yes just one second Sofia is that
you yes hello dad hello can you hear me

yes can you see me yes I can see you

wonderful so see it did not take us too

long to get to the station yes I can see

you all know lucky right next to you yes

she's here is mom nearby yes it's a bit

unusual to see you up there

so I is still their advice on Baikonur

yes we are here

everyone is here I understand wonderful

who else is there we will fly back in

the afternoon I understand all right

we'll give the floor to Mikhail and

Scott all right dad bye bye hello
congratulations on the successful launch

and docking good luck good luck bye bye

thank you very much Mikhail hello we saw you launch it it was simply amazing I

want to say thank you to all ground services can you hear me hello yes yes

we're here can you hear me yes because yes yes I'm here I can hear very well

coming in and out but please continue saying we can see you great job pretty

grassman how copy

yes I can hear loud and clear you can

hear very well the lunch was wonderful I

would like to say thank you to all
ground services to everyone who is supporting you good luck thank you thank you so much let us continue our press conference I'm sure that the family of Scott wants to talk to him we don't have a lot of time here.

hey Charlotte how are you I was like a one-minute echo Charlotte did you enjoy the launch I don't think you remember my last one.

hey Sam how was the launch and for uh yeah just for your guys awareness and both Houston and Baikonur we have about a 30-second echo can I have just one.
reminder for you good company in a lot

only makes the way seem shorter that's

for you and also for your brother Misha

yeah that's uh yeah that's that's right

and you know we're gonna be up there a

long time but I couldn't be doing it

with a better guy

planet of good company here we love you

they love you guys too

I'm at the end of the line here it was

pretty impressive Rockets red glare hey

this is Mark yeah big delay that was

really impressive from the inside better

than you remember Wow actually we

haven't seen much but we just came from
the module right into the service module and it seems kind of the same so far so good up in those chains much in four years you know I think you guys walked out of that building about 11 hours or so ago and it's pretty incredible that in 11 hours you can walk out of a building and be where you are right now and still be awake hey we're gonna lose we're gonna lose you guys here surely we really appreciate everyone coming to the launch I know it's a group a big trip but Gennady Misha and I really appreciate
our guests traveling all that way and

it's a great tool I am unable to rock in

space congratulations

Misha hi oh this is Sergey I wish you good luck and hope everything will be nominal good luck all the best to you

say hi to everyone Thank You Sergey

thank you do you want to say something

Pappa at the Union dad this is Yulia

he's gonna hear you it was a beautiful lunch it was a beautiful docking I

really hope you will be able to get some

rest and we wish you all the best up there Thank You daughter
thank you so much so you could see the
launch very well so despite the clouds
will love you very much and please call
us frequently all right will do
thank you
I'm clearly who is the next one girls hi
dad this is me again I think we already
said goodbye to each other
is there somebody else there who is
waiting for the telephone I can ask
Polina to talk to you all right thank
you very much everyone
good luck we have a lot of work to do
all the best to everyone thank you
because I here yes I'm here I'm here I

can hear you all the best

don't forget to get some rest - don't

work too much oh we will have to do some

work after this press conference and

after that we will eat something and we

will start working again I don't think

we will have a lot of time to rest but

please say hi to everyone to our family